
 

Atlantic walrus more vulnerable than ever to
Artic warming
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The divergence and radiation of the Atlantic walrus. Time-calibrated Bayesian
phylogeny for 82 ancient and historical Atlantic walrus mitogenomes. Tips are
color-coded according to geographical origin corresponding to the map insert
and placed in the phylogeny according to the age of the specimen. Posterior
probability values are provided at each node with nodes greater than 80% of
posterior support marked by black dots. The Pacific walrus was included as an
outgroup and putative clade names (e.g. E1) are provided as reference for the
discussion. Numbers 1–7 on the time scale refer to key climatic events in the
North Atlantic. Walrus illustration by Elena Kakoshina (artkakos.com). Credit: 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences (2023). DOI:
10.1098/rspb.2023.1349

Past cycles of climate change, along with human exploitation, have led to
only small and isolated stocks of Atlantic walrus remaining. The current
population is at high risk of the same issues affecting them severely,
according to a new study led by Lund University in Sweden published in
the Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences.

Today, the last remaining stocks of Atlantic walrus are threatened more
than ever, due to a combination of Arctic warming and a long history of
devastating human exploitation. Rising global temperatures are
significantly impacting Arctic marine ecosystems and their inhabitants.
However, little is known about exactly how this combination of stress
factors will impact Arctic species.

Now, researchers have examined how walruses have coped with past
cycles of climate change. Using breakthroughs in ancient genomics, the
team was able to extract, sequence and interpret ancient genetic
information contained in teeth and bone that survive well in the Arctic's
frozen archaeological sites. These DNA results were integrated with
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modern genetic samples, enabling the team to reconstruct how the
genetic diversity of the Atlantic walrus had changed under earlier cycles
of global warming.

"We found that Arctic warming has led to a surprisingly high genetic
separation of local walrus stocks. Because they have very specific habitat
requirements such as how they feed, for example, this has led to the
rapid spreading, isolation and in many cases extinction of walrus stocks,"
says Peter Jordan, Professor of Archaeology at Lund University.

The last Ice Age peaked between about 27,000 and 19,000 years ago. At
this time the Arctic was buried under kilometers of glacial ice sheets,
and so marine mammals were pushed southwards to areas of ice floes
and more open water. Walrus survived in some areas of the Atlantic
located further to the south, and as soon as climates warmed again, the
ice edge retreated and walrus populations pushed quickly northwards
again. This combination of warming and climate-driven dispersal led to
local walrus populations becoming more genetically differentiated.

In addition, during the last thousand years, human hunting and
commercial exploitation has led to numerous local extinction events.
These include the expansion of Norse settlers into Iceland and the North
Atlantic in pursuit of walrus ivory, which was a valuable trade good, and
in more recent times, with industrial scale culling of walrus populations.

Currently, the genetic diversity of walrus stocks is a fragment of what
existed earlier, making them even more vulnerable to pressures such as
accelerating ice loss, disturbance by Arctic shipping, resource extraction
and mass tourism, according to the researchers.

"As Arctic sea ice retreats, the depleted walrus stocks will disperse
further into smaller and more isolated pockets, where the genetic
isolation and reduced connectivity makes them ever more vulnerable to
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other stressors such as Arctic shipping, resource extraction and large-
scale tourism," says Jordan.

"Our results underscore the urgency of rethinking conservation goals for
species in rapidly changing Arctic marine environments," he concludes.

  More information: Emily J. Ruiz-Puerta et al, Holocene deglaciation
drove rapid genetic diversification of Atlantic walrus, Proceedings of the
Royal Society B: Biological Sciences (2023). DOI:
10.1098/rspb.2023.1349
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